
 Natural Guard  Top Dressing—Use on Lawns, Flower Beds, Vegetable Gardens, Container Grown Plants and Compost Bins. 

  

Comprised of Humus (Humic Acid) and contains Nitrogen, an important fertilizer material. This organic source of Nitro-

gen provides one of the primary nutrients required by plants to sustain growth. May be applied to established plantings 

(top- dress) or incorporated into the soil before seeding or transplanting.  
 

Application Rates: 

- For Established Lawns: Apply 10 lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft. of lawn area in early spring and again in late fall as part of your total fertiliza-

tion program.  

- For New Lawns: Apply 10 to 15 lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft. prior to soil preparation. Till or work into the soil befoe seeding. Water in after 

seeding.  

Re-apply in early fall.  
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THATCH - WHAT IT IS  
AND WHY IT’S A PROBLEM 

You may hear that “thatch is the enemy of lawns”.  And, if you have too much of it, 

rest assured that is a true statement.  An all-to- common belief is that grass clippings 

contribute to thatch, and turf grass research advancements over the past 50+ years 

have proven that clippings DO NOT contribute to this problem. This means if you 

are still routinely bagging, you can save the added mowing time and contribution to 

the local landfill by not bagging.  If clippings are not the problem, what is? 

 

Thatch is an accumulation over time of dead plant material, mostly roots, combined 

with living roots growing in the thatch layer. This layer is the area between the ac-

tual soil surface and the living grass intertwined with dead roots. Take a minute to 

look at the pictures below that shows a clear line between thatch (lighter colored 

upper brown part) and the darker colored soil below. 

                        

One of the easiest ways to suspect a thatch problem is by simply walking on your 

lawn. If it feels like you are walking on a sponge, then you can investigate further 

by taking a small shovel and digging out a 4-5 inch soil profile. You will see a dif-

ference between the soft, spongy thatch layer and the actual soil surface. The two 

layers will easily separate with your finger, and more than a ½ inch of thatch is not a 

good thing because thatch does not hold water or plant nutrients. In other words, 

while the living roots anchor in the thatch layer, the grass is also starving, and the 

weakened grass is more susceptible to fungus or insect problems. 

 

Thatch removal is not a pleasant task, but it can be done in a variety of ways.  In a 

small area, a steel thatch rake can be used. For larger areas, dethatching machines 

also work but the reality is that each pass only removes a small amount of thatch, 

and if too much is taken out at one time, the living root system also comes out as 

well. If this is your preferred method and you really want to “rip it up” do this in the 

fall for bluegrass when you can reseed and in the summer to plug or sod zoysia or 

bermuda. 

 


